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We report the results of a thorough numerical study on carrier mobility in graphene nanoribbons
(GNRs) with the widths from 250 nm down to 1 nm, with a focus on the influence of substrate
type (SiO2, Al2O3, HfO2, and h-BN) and substrate quality (different interface impurity densities)
on GNR mobility. We identify the interplay between the contributions of Coulomb and surface
optical phonon scattering as the crucial factor that determines the optimum substrate in terms of
carrier mobility. In the case of high impurity density (1013 cm2), we find that HfO2 is the
optimum substrate irrespective of GNR width. In contrast, for low impurity density (1010 cm2),
h-BN offers the greatest enhancement, except for nanoribbons wider than 200 nm for which the
C 2013 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4817077]
mobility is highest on HfO2. V

I. INTRODUCTION

In the nanoelectronics research community, graphene
has attracted interest due to its high carrier mobility that
arises from its unique bandstructure, and the compatibility
with the planar fabrication technology due to its twodimensional structure.1,2 The metallicity of graphene makes
it unsuitable for digital applications because of unacceptable
ON-OFF switching characteristics. However, the high mobility is the reason for employing graphene in analog/RF applications, where the OFF state leakage and low ON-OFF
current ratio are not critical for operation.3–5 The bandgap is
achieved by cutting graphene into graphene nanoribbons
(GNRs), such that the bandgap engineering is possible by
controlling the GNR width (W).6–8 In turn, GNRs become a
feasible solution as the channel material for the post-silicon
CMOS devices.9,10
The exceptionally high mobility in excess of 100 000
cm2/Vs has been reported in suspended graphene samples.11
However, device architectures based on suspended graphene
are impractical, which imposes the need to study the effects
of substrate type and quality on carrier transport in substratesupported device architectures. Regarding analog/RF applications, it has been reported that current saturation in graphene FETs can be achieved and that it is caused by optical
phonons (OPs) in graphene or surface optical phonons
(SOPs) that originate from the polar substrate.3,12 In terms of
digital applications, studying the effects of different substrates on carrier mobility is important in terms of the ON
state performance and switching characteristics. The
substrate-limited mobility has been studied previously in the
case of large-area graphene,12–14 and it has been found that
although the high-k environment can reduce Coulomb
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impurity (CO) scattering, it simultaneously reduces the mobility due to scattering induced by SOPs that originate from
the coupling of carriers to the polar vibrations in the dielectric. However, a comprehensive study of the influence of
substrate type on the mobility in GNRs is missing, since
most of the previous work is focused on the impact of intrinsic acoustic (AP) and optical phonons, and line-edge roughness (LER) scattering in sub-10 nm-wide GNRs.15–17
In this paper, we report the mobility behavior in GNRs
with the widths (W) that range from 250 nm down to
1 nm, which gives a joint perspective on the transport properties of both the large-area graphene and ultra-narrow nanoribbons. We study the features of mobility limited by AP,
OP, SOP, LER, and CO scattering. The mobility is calculated
for different levels of interface impurity density (Nint) for
GNRs on SiO2, Al2O3, HfO2, and hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) that is an emerging gate-dielectric material with acceptable bandgap, high surface quality and large OP energies.18–20
We study the relative improvements introduced by using alternative substrates, while the ultimate goal is to find the optimum substrate that enables the highest mobility and, thus, the
optimum performance of either graphene FETs for analog/
RF, GNR FETs for logic applications, or large-area graphene
for, e.g., graphene-based displays.21,22
II. NUMERICAL MODELING

The calculation of carrier mobility is based on the momentum relaxation time (MRT) approximation of the
Boltzmann transport equation, and the Fermi golden rule for
carrier scattering.23–25 The approach employed in this work
is a semi-classical treatment of the scattering-dominated
transport, where the mobility is the figure of merit used to
predict the device performance. The MRTs for GNRs are
derived using the graphene wave-functions and their realspace projections from Ref. 15, and perturbation potentials
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for different sources of scattering that are well-established in
the literature.13 The procedure for evaluating the MRTs in
GNRs is based on the method reported in Ref. 26 in the case
of graphene.
For the AP-MRT for the n-th subband, we arrive at the
following expression:
1
sAP;n ðEÞ

¼

pNph D2AP EAP
gGNR;n ðEÞ;
4hqv2s W

(1)

where Nph is the phonon number, DAP is the AP deformation
potential, EAP is the AP energy, q is the mass density, vs is
the velocity of sound in graphene, and W is the width of the
nanoribbon. The term gGNR,n(E) is the density of states
(DOS) of the n-th subband and it consists of a single Van
Hove singularity.
In the case of scattering by OPs, we consider only the
zone-boundary phonon interactions15 and this scattering
mechanism is inelastic. For the OP-MRT for the n-th subband, we obtain

1
sOP;n ðEÞ

¼


phD2OP
1  f0 ðE þ EOP Þ
Nph
gGNR;n ðE þ EOP Þ
4qEOP W
1  f0 ðEÞ
1  f0 ðE  EOP Þ
þ ðNph þ 1Þ
1  f0 ðEÞ

(2)
 gGNR;n ðE  EOP ÞHðE  En  EOP Þ ;

where EOP ¼ hxOP and DOP is the OP energy and deformation potential, respectively. The expression contains two
parts, the absorption and emission terms, because the OP
scattering is inelastic. Since the emission is possible only if
the kinetic energy of the carrier in the n-th subband is higher
than En þ EOP, the corresponding emission term in Eq. (2) is
multiplied by the step function H(E  En  EOP).
The SOP scattering is caused by the polar vibrations in
the dielectric,23,27 and the perturbation potential induced by
SOPs is discussed in Refs. 13, 14, and 27. For the MRT in
the case of SOP scattering for the n-th subband, we obtain an
explicit expression of the following form:


 4ky d 
pe2 ESOP
1
1
e
1  f0 ðE þ ESOP Þ
¼
gGNR;n ðE þ ESOP Þ þ ðNph þ 1Þ

Nph
0
4he0 W eenv þ e1
þ
e
2k
sSOP;n ðEÞ
e
1  f0 ðEÞ
env
y
ox
ox

1  f0 ðE  ESOP Þ

gGNR;n ðE  ESOP ÞHðE  En  ESOP Þ ;
1  f0 ðEÞ
1

where ESOP is the SOP energy, and d is the distance between
the GNR and the substrate. The emission term is multiplied
by the step function, for the same reason as in the case of
OP-MRT. Equation (3) accounts for only one SOP with the
hxSOP, while there are usually several of
energy ESOP ¼ 
them in all relevant dielectric materials, which have to be
accounted for in the simulations. The dielectric constants
eox0 and eox1 are the low- and high-frequency dielectric constants of the substrate, while eenv is the average dielectric
constant of the environment.12,13,28 The term that depends on
the transport-direction component of the wave-vector, i.e.,
exp(4kyd)/2ky, is in the units of meters, and is hereafter
designated as the effective length for SOP scattering,
LSOP,eff. The properties of substrate materials examined in
this work are taken from Refs. 12, 13, and 27 and are listed
in Table I.
Line-edge roughness leads to a variable bandgap along
the length, which causes carrier scattering due to potential
fluctuations in the transport direction. The perturbation
potential for LER scattering in GNRs is reported in Ref. 15,
TABLE I. Dielectric constants and SOP energies (Refs. 12, 13, and 27).

eox0
eox1
ESOP,1 (meV)
ESOP,2 (meV)

SiO2

Al2O3

HfO2

h-BN

3.9
2.5
59.98
146.51

12.53
3.2
55.01
94.29

22.0
5.03
19.42
52.87

5.09
4.1
101.7
195.7

(3)

for which the derivation is similar to that of scattering
induced by body-thickness fluctuations in silicon-on-insulator (SOI) devices.29 The LER-MRT for the n-th subband is
given by the following equation:
1
sLER;n ðEÞ

¼

pE2n H 2
K
gGNR;n ðEÞ;
2
hW 1 þ 4ky2 K2

(4)

where K and H are the LER correlation length and amplitude, respectively, and En is the subband energy. The LERMRT exhibits a stronger dependence on the width than any
of the phonon scattering mechanisms, i.e., W2 vs. W1,
which indicates a steeper decrease of the LER-limited mobility (lLER) with the downscaling of W compared to lAP, lOP,
and lSOP.
The scattering potential that describes the scattering of a
single free carrier by an ionized impurity is discussed in Ref.
15. Assuming only the interface impurities, i.e., taking that
the impurity distribution is approximated by Nimp(x, y, z)
¼ Nintd(z ¼ 0), for the n-th subband of the CO-MRT, we
obtain

2
2
ð ð

p
e2
Nint W  W
¼
K0 ð2ky DÞdx dx0

2
sCO;n ðEÞ 2h 4pe0 eenv W 0 0
1

 gGNR;n ðEÞ;

(5)

where Nint is the interface charged impurity density,
D ¼ [d2 þ (x  x0 )2]1/2 and d is the separation between the
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substrate and the GNR. The zeroth order Bessel function K0
in Eq. (5) has to be evaluated for each ky ¼ 1/hvF(E2  En2)1/2,
i.e., for each subband and for each energy in the simulated
energy spectrum. The integral in Eq. (5) is in the units of
cubic meters, and is hereafter labeled as the effective volume
for CO scattering, VCO,eff.
In comparison to other published work on scattering
rates in GNRs, e.g., Refs. 15 and 16, we calculate the momentum relaxation rate and assume that the scattering mechanisms are isotropic. Consequently, the spinor term
1  cos h, which appears in the calculation of the perturbation matrix due to spinor-like wave-functions in graphene,
vanishes during the integration.
The carrier screening of perturbation potentials is taken
into account in the calculation of the SOP, LER, and COMRTs. For each subband, we use the screening function in
the static and long wave-length approximation,
eD;n ðky Þ ¼ 1 

e2
2p2 e

0 eenv

lnðky WÞgGNR;n ðEn Þf0 ðEn Þ;

(6)

similarly to the case of screening in graphene reported in
Ref. 13, but adapted for the 1D case of nanoribbons.15,25
The subband mobility is calculated using the KuboGreenwood formula of the following form:


ð1
@f0 ðEÞ
e
dE;
vg;n ðEÞsn ðEÞ
ln ¼
(7)
p
hninv;n En
@E 
where sn is the total MRT for the n-th subband, f0 is the
Fermi-Dirac distribution function, while ninv,n and vg,n are
the carrier density per unit length and group velocity in the
n-th subband, respectively. The total mobility is obtained by
summing up the contributions of all scattering mechanisms
and all subbands.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
A. Calibration and verification of the model

The simulations are performed for a wide range of inversion carrier densities (Ninv) and the mobility is extracted in
moderately strong inversion, i.e., for Ninv ¼ 1012 cm2. The
GNR mobility model is calibrated by the large-area graphene
mobility of 3200 cm2/Vs reported in Ref. 30. Then, the
model is verified in the 1–250 nm width range by comparison
with the experimental data from Refs. 7 and 30, which is
reported in Fig. 1. The agreement in Fig. 1 is achieved for
Nint of 8.5  1012 cm2, which is quite high but comparable
to the previously reported interface charge densities measured for graphene devices.30 In the simulation of AP, OP,
and LER scattering, we use the parameters from Ref. 15.
The simulations show an over-all correct behavior of the mobility with the downscaling of GNR width, which indicates
that all relevant scattering mechanisms are accounted for.

FIG. 1. Calibration and verification of the GNR mobility model.
Experimental data is taken from Ref. 7 (circles) and Ref. 30 (triangles).

GNR width downscaling on the mobility extracted at
Ninv ¼ 1012 cm2 (i.e., in moderately strong inversion). For
all scattering mechanisms, we find that the scattering
increases and mobility reduces significantly as GNR width
decreases. The total mobility is determined solely by the COlimited mobility due to high Nint of 8.5  1012 cm2 obtained
by fitting the experimental mobility in Fig. 1. We note that
lTOT is rather constant down to W  30 nm, and then deteriorates as the width decreases. The lCO is dominant even in the
narrowest nanoribbons, with the exception of sub-3 nm-wide
GNRs where other scattering mechanisms become comparable in strength. We also note that the SOP and CO-limited
mobility exhibit a non-monotonic behavior, i.e., lSOP and
lCO exhibit an effect of reduced scattering for W < 4 nm.
Obviously, there are certain physical mechanisms that compete with the mobility degradation according to the W1 or
W2 power-law rule. Moreover, these mechanisms supersede the power-law degradation in sub-4 nm-wide GNRs in
the case of the CO and SOP scattering, which is discussed in
detail in Section III F.
C. Impact of reduced Nint on GNR mobility on SiO2

In this section, we calculate the mobility in GNRs on
SiO2 for Nint ¼ 1010 cm2, which is a value comparable to

B. Features of carrier mobility in GNRs on SiO2

Now we turn our attention to examining the features of
different scattering mechanisms in GNRs on SiO2 with Nint
of 8.5  1012 cm2 [Fig. 2(a)]. We focus on the influence of

FIG. 2. Contributions of all scattering mechanisms to the total GNR mobility for (a) Nint ¼ 8.5  1012 cm2 and (b) Nint ¼ 1010 cm2. The mobility is
extracted at Ninv ¼ 1012 cm2, and the substrate is SiO2.
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Si-SiO2 interface quality in modern CMOS transistors.31,32
Hence, this allows us to explore the possible mobility
improvement in the case that Nint can be greatly reduced by a
future graphene fabrication technique.
Figure 2(b) shows the mobility dependence on GNR
width for all scattering mechanisms, including the total
mobility, in the case of Nint ¼ 1010 cm2. We observe that
the CO-limited mobility is shifted up by almost three orders
of magnitude, compared to results in Fig. 2(a) for
Nint ¼ 8.5  1012 cm2, which increases the importance of
other scattering mechanisms. For example, the impact of
the SOP-limited mobility becomes dominant in comparison
to lCO for W < 107 nm, in sub-40 nm-wide GNRs even lAP
is lower than lCO, the LER-limited mobility is more significant than lCO for W < 11 nm. Generally, in the case of
reduced Nint, the SOP-limited mobility is dominant in
GNRs narrower than 107 nm, while for sub-4 nm-wide
nanoribbons all scattering mechanisms except CO scattering play an important role.
The total mobility in GNRs on SiO2 with
Nint ¼ 1010 cm2 is shown in Fig. 3(a) and compared to lTOT
in the case of Nint ¼ 8.5  1012 cm2. Both quantitative and
qualitative differences are observed when comparing the two
lTOT curves. Qualitatively, lTOT in the low-Nint case monotonically decreases, whereas lTOT is rather constant down to
W  30 nm in the case of high Nint. Quantitatively, the lTOT is
much higher in GNRs with lower Nint, with the enhancement
being much higher in wider nanoribbons, as illustrated in Fig.
3(b). As the GNR width scales down, the improvement deteriorates; it changes from 240 at W ¼ 100 nm, 50 at
W ¼ 50 nm, 11 at W ¼ 10 nm, down to only 10% for
W ¼ 1.1 nm. Therefore, considerable improvement of the substrate quality in terms of the reduced Nint translates into considerable carrier mobility improvement on SiO2 only for wide
nanoribbons. In sub-10 nm-wide GNRs, the improvement is
lower than 10, which is quite modest having in mind that
Nint is reduced by almost three orders of magnitude.
D. Mobility in GNRs on different substrates with
high Nint

The SOP-limited mobility becomes dominant when the
interface charge density is on the order of Nint present in

FIG. 3. (a) Comparison of lTOT vs. W curves for two Nint levels, 1010 cm2
and 8.5  1012 cm2. (b) Mobility improvement with the reduction of Nint
for GNRs on SiO2.
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modern CMOS devices, which necessitates the investigation
of the mobility behavior in GNRs on technologically relevant dielectrics. We again focus on studying the effects of
width downscaling in GNRs on Al2O3, HfO2, and h-BN,
which is reported in Fig. 4(a). We observe that, generally, as
the width is scaled down the lSOP decreases monotonically
down to W  5 nm for all substrate types, while the SOP scattering decreases and the mobility is enhanced in the narrowest devices. For wider GNRs, devices on Al2O3 exhibit the
lowest SOP-limited mobility, with HfO2 also being inferior
to SiO2. Higher inverse of the effective dielectric constant,
i.e., 1/eeff ¼ 1/(eenv þ eox1)  1/(eenv þ eox0), and lower SOP
energies make Al2O3 and HfO2 unfavorable in comparison
to SiO2 in terms of the SOP scattering. In contrast, h-BN
offers an improvement of lSOP of more than one order of
magnitude in wider GNRs in comparison to SiO2. This is a
consequence of a significantly lower inverse of the effective
dielectric constant 1/eeff and higher ESOP in h-BN (0.032 and
102 meV) than in SiO2 (0.082 and 60 meV). Figure 4(a)
shows that for W < 4 nm, both h-BN and HfO2 substrates
offer an improvement of lSOP over SiO2.
The discussion in the previous paragraph has revealed
that if lTOT is dominantly limited by the SOP scattering,
h-BN is superior to SiO2 irrespective of the GNR width,
while HfO2 offers an improvement over SiO2 only for
sub-4 nm-wide nanoribbons. However, the lTOT vs. W
curves in Fig. 4(b) obtained for various substrates with
Nint ¼ 8.5  1012 cm2 exhibit properties that are in contrast
to those predicted by the SOP-limited mobility. Namely, all
alternative substrates exhibit lTOT that is higher than in
GNRs on SiO2. The magnitude of the improvement over the
SiO2 case is more clearly shown in Fig. 4(c), and we report
that the maximum mobility is achieved for HfO2, followed
by Al2O3, while the smallest improvement of lTOT over the
SiO2 case is obtained for h-BN. Furthermore, Fig. 4(c)
shows that there are no GNR widths for which the total mobility on one substrate is superior to lTOT on another substrate, i.e., the enhancement effect reported in Fig. 4(a) for
GNRs on HfO2 with W < 4 nm is masked by other scattering
mechanisms. The improvement in the case of HfO2 ranges
from 22 for W ¼ 250 nm down to only 1.2 for
W ¼ 1 nm. Similarly, the enhancement on Al2O3 decreases
from 7.5 down to 1.1 for the same GNR width
range. In contrast, the improvement on h-BN in comparison
to SiO2 is rather constant down to W  4 nm and it equals
1.55, and then decreases to 1.1 as W is scaled down
to 1 nm.
In order to clarify the unexpected improvements by different substrates, we study the contributions from different
scattering mechanisms on the total mobility. In Fig. 5, we
plot lAP, lOP, lSOP, lLER, lCO, and lTOT for different substrates [SiO2, Al2O3, HfO2, and h-BN in Figs. 5(a)–5(d),
respectively], in the case of high interface impurity density,
i.e., Nint ¼ 8.5  1012 cm2. We observe that the lTOT in
wider GNRs (W > 20 nm) is dominantly determined by the
CO-limited mobility due to high Nint, irrespective of the substrate type. The CO scattering is dominant over the whole
GNR width range in the case of SiO2, as reported in Fig.
5(a), and in the case of h-BN, as shown in Fig. 5(d).
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FIG. 4. Influence of GNR width downscaling on (a) lSOP and (b) lTOT for the four examined substrate materials. (c) Improvement of the total mobility on
Al2O3, HfO2, and h-BN in comparison to SiO2. The results in (b) and (c) are obtained for Nint ¼ 8.5  1012 cm2.

However, lCO determines lTOT only for W > 14.8 nm if the
substrate is Al2O3 [Fig. 5(b)], and for W > 25.4 nm in the
case of HfO2 [Fig. 5(c)]. For the narrowest GNRs, all mechanisms play an important role, irrespective of the substrate
type. In summary, for the same high level of interface charge
density, the transport is impurity-dominated in GNRs on
SiO2 and h-BN, whereas in the case of GNRs on Al2O3 and
HfO2 the total mobility is mainly determined by the SOP
properties.
The beneficial properties of h-BN that exhibits the highest SOP-limited mobility [reported in Fig. 4(a)] are clearly
masked by the rather low CO-limited mobility in GNRs on
h-BN. Despite the fact that in all cases the interface charge
density is the same, the CO-limited varies considerably. We
attribute this behavior to the differences in the effective
dielectric constant of graphene that enters Eqs. (3), (5), and
(6), which is calculated as the average of dielectric constants
of materials between which the graphene layer is sandwiched.12,13,28 The higher dielectric constant means weaker

penetration of the Coulomb scattering potential from the
charged impurities towards the carriers in graphene because
VCO(r, d)  1/eenv. Consequently, lCO increases as the
dielectric constant of the substrate increases, i.e., lCO is the
highest for HfO2, and lowest in the case of SiO2. We note
that the magnitude of screening also depends on the dielectric constant, i.e., eD  1/eenv, which indicates increased scattering due to weaker screening for substrates with larger
dielectric constants. However, the results in Fig. 5 clearly
indicate that the effect of the weakened Coulomb potential is
stronger than the effect of decreased screening.
E. Mobility in GNRs on different substrates with
low Nint

In this subsection, we explore the features of GNR mobility on different substrates in case that the interface charge
density can be reduced to 1010 cm2 (reported in Fig. 6). In
comparison to the results in Fig. 5, we first observe that the

FIG. 5. Mobility dependence on GNR width for different scattering mechanisms in the case Nint ¼ 8.5  1012 cm2, for the following substrate materials: (a)
SiO2 (for comparison), (b) Al2O3, (c) HfO2, and (d) h-BN.
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FIG. 6. Mobility dependence on GNR width for different scattering mechanisms in the case Nint ¼ 1010 cm2, for the following substrate materials: (a) SiO2
(for comparison), (b) Al2O3, (c) HfO2, and (d) h-BN.

CO-limited mobility is shifted up by almost three orders of
magnitude. In the case of SiO2, the SOP-limited mobility
becomes lower than lCO for W < 111 nm and maintains its
dominance over other scattering mechanisms down to
W  4 nm [Fig. 6(a)]. As shown in Fig. 6(d) for the case of
h-BN, the impact of the AP-limited mobility surpasses the
lCO for W < 49 nm, and lAP remains dominant for GNR
widths down to 5 nm. For these two substrates, the LER
and OP scattering are significant only in sub-4 nm-wide
GNRs. As for the carrier transport in GNRs on Al2O3 and
HfO2, the SOP-limited mobility is dominant over the whole
GNR width range, except for the 1–2 nm-wide nanoribbons,
where the LER, AP and OP scattering are also important
[see Figs. 6(b) and 6(c)]. Hence, the reduction of Nint
increases the relative importance of other scattering mechanisms; for W < 100 nm the transport becomes mainly governed by the substrate material properties (SOPs) in the case
of SiO2, Al2O3, and HfO2, and by the AP scattering in the
case of h-BN. For the extremely narrow GNRs, all scattering
mechanisms exhibit an almost equal impact on lTOT.
The behavior of lTOT in GNRs on different substrates
with the reduced Nint is presented in Fig. 7(a). The lTOT
exhibits interesting features because we can extract GNR
width ranges in which certain substrates allow higher carrier

mobility than the others. Generally, the mobility is highest
in GNRs on h-BN, except for W > 172 nm where HfO2 is
superior. The next favorable substrate in terms of mobility
for sub-100 nm-wide GNRs is SiO2. Namely, the lTOT on
Al2O3 is higher than on SiO2 only for W > 151 nm, whereas
the improvement of the total mobility in the case of HfO2
over SiO2 is obtained only for W > 103 nm. Figure 7(a)
shows that lTOT on HfO2 is slightly higher than in the case
of SiO2 for W < 3 nm. The improvement of the total mobility on other substrates in comparison to the GNR mobility
on SiO2 is plotted in Fig. 7(b). In the case of h-BN, the
improvement changes from 1.66 at W ¼ 245 nm, reaches
maximum of 2.98 for W ¼ 11 nm, and then decreases to
1.08 in the narrowest GNR. Carrier transport on HfO2 is
inferior to that on SiO2 for GNR widths from 4 nm to
103 nm, reaching a decrease of 44% for W  10 nm.
Similarly, Al2O3 is not beneficial for nanoribbon widths
W < 151 nm, and the decrease reaches up to 57% in the
10–30 nm range. Generally, h-BN presents the optimum
substrate in the case of Nint ¼ 1010 cm2, while using Al2O3
results in the lowest total mobility, due to the overall dominance of the SOP-limited mobility. This finding is in contrast to the results in Fig. 4(c) obtained for the high
interface impurity density, where HfO2 is the optimum substrate and all the examined materials are superior to SiO2,
because of the dominant impact of the CO-limited mobility.
Nevertheless, we note that HfO2 is the optimum substrate
for large-area graphene, even in the low-Nint case.
F. Mechanisms that govern mobility behavior

FIG. 7. (a) Comparison of the total mobility in GNRs on SiO2, Al2O3, HfO2,
and h-BN in the case of Nint ¼ 1010 cm2. (b) Improvement of the total GNR
mobility on Al2O3, HfO2, and h-BN in comparison to SiO2, in the case of
low interface impurity density.

All scattering mechanisms depend on the GNR width,
i.e., W1 power-law in the case of lAP, lOP, and lSOP
[cf. Eqs. (1), (2), and (3)], or W2 for lLER and lCO [cf.
Eqs. (4) and (5)], and this dependence causes a general mobility decrease as W scales down. This fact alone explains the
monotonic deterioration of lAP and lOP reported in previous
subsections. In the case of lLER, the monotonic decrease is
induced by two additional mechanisms: first, lLER decreases
in narrower GNRs because the subband energies are shifted
up and 1/sLER  En2; second, the power spectrum of the LER
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FIG. 8. Influence of GNR width downscaling on (a) subband occupancy, (b) dielectric function, (c) effective volume for CO scattering, and (d) effective length
for SOP scattering. For each device width, the parameter values are extracted at E ¼ 1.5 eV.

increases with the downscaling of the GNR width because ky
decreases due to its dependence on subband energies, i.e.,
ky  (E2  En2)1/2.
In the previous subsections, we have reported that the
SOP and CO-limited mobility exhibit an enhancement in the
sub-4 nm-wide GNRs. The above-discussed mechanisms are
behind the over-all monotonic mobility degradation with the
downscaling of GNR width and, hence, other mechanisms are
responsible for the mobility enhancement observed in lCO and
lSOP. The DOS decreases in the narrowest GNRs, which
should decrease the scattering and increase the mobility.
However, this does not explain the reduced SOP and CO scattering in the 2–5 nm width range, as the DOS reduction caused
by the increased bandgap is strong only in the 1–2 nm-wide
GNRs. In order to clarify the reduced-scattering effect in the
case of lCO and lSOP, we report the impact of GNR width
downscaling on the following parameters: subbandÐoccupancy,
calculated as Ninv,n/Ninv  100%, where Ninv,n ¼ gGNR,n(E)
f0(E) dE is shown in Fig. 8(a); dielectric function (6) that
accounts for carrier screening of scattering potentials is plotted
in Fig. 8(b); VCO,eff is reported in Fig. 8(c); and LSOP,eff is
given in Fig. 8(d). The first sub-band exhibits the highest occupancy, indicating the greatest importance of the ground state
in sub-15 nm-wide GNRs. Nevertheless, the second subband
becomes important in GNRs wider than 6 nm, while the third
subband becomes populated with carriers for W > 13 nm. The
dielectric function plot in Fig. 8(b) demonstrates an increased
screening by carriers for W > 3 nm for the first subband, and
for W > 7 nm for the second subband. When the width is
scaled down, eD first increases mostly because eD  1/ky and
ky  (E2  En2)1/2, and then strongly decreases in narrower
GNRs because eD  gGNR(E). Therefore, we identify screening
as being partly responsible for the decreased scattering and
improved CO and SOP mobility, for GNRs with the widths
down to 3 nm. In Fig. 8(c), we observe that VCO,eff of the first
subband decreases monotonically as W decreases, which
causes a monotonic increase of lCO according to Eq. (5). In

contrast, VCO,eff of the second and third subband exhibit local
minima at W of 2 nm and 4 nm, respectively, which should
result in the suppression of mobility deterioration in the
2–4 nm width range. However, the occupancy of the second
and third subband [Fig. 8(a)] is negligible for this range, which
means that the effect of reduced CO scattering is dominantly
caused by the behavior of the first subband. Therefore, the
enhancement of lCO in the 1–4 nm range are dominantly
caused by the monotonic decrease of the first-subband VCO,eff,
and partly by the enhanced screening. The LSOP,eff monotonically increases as GNR width is scaled down, as shown in
Fig. 8(d), which increases the SOP-induced scattering and
reduces lSOP. Nevertheless, the first subband exhibits much
lower LSOP,eff than the higher subbands. Consequently, the
repopulation between subbands reported in Fig. 8(a) suppresses the mobility deterioration in the narrowest GNRs
because the first subband reaches 100% occupancy for
W < 5 nm and the influence of higher subbands with high
LSOP,eff becomes negligible.
IV. CONCLUSIONS

The work presented in this paper brings important
insights into transport properties of graphene-based substrate-supported electron devices. We have reported the
results of a thorough numerical study of carrier mobility in
GNRs with the widths from 250 nm down to 1 nm. The
mobility model is calibrated on the experimental data and we
have obtained Nint of 8.5  1012 cm2 by fitting. The results
have revealed that the considerable reduction of Nint (from
1013 to 1010 cm2) translates into considerable mobility
improvement on SiO2 only for wide GNRs, while the sub5 nm-wide GNRs exhibit a modest improvement that deteriorates as W scales down. The exploration of the impact of different substrates (SiO2, Al2O3, HfO2, and h-BN) on GNR
mobility has shown that in the case of high Nint, the maximum mobility is achieved for HfO2, followed by Al2O3,
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while the smallest improvement of lTOT over SiO2 is
obtained for h-BN. For the same high level of interface
charge, the transport is dominated by CO scattering in GNRs
on SiO2 and h-BN, whereas it is dominated by SOPs in the
case of Al2O3 and HfO2. The reduction of interface impurity
density increases the relative importance of other scattering
mechanisms so that for W < 100 nm the transport becomes
mainly governed by the SOP scattering in the case of SiO2,
Al2O3, and HfO2, and by the AP scattering in the case of
h-BN. In the case of improved interface quality, i.e.,
Nint ¼ 1010 cm2, the optimum substrate for sub-100 nmwide nanoribbons is h-BN while using Al2O3 or HfO2 results
in generally lower total mobility than on SiO2. For wider
GNRs and, hence, large-area graphene, HfO2 remains the optimum substrate as in the high-Nint case. These properties are
caused by the features of lCO and lSOP as the GNR width
scales down, which originate in the interplay between the
reduction of the DOS, behavior of the screening function,
and the features of the effective length and volume for SOP
and CO scattering, respectively.
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